plied throughout the book. Clearly, Culpepper's interest lies in simply allowing the women to 'speak for themselves and their times' (3). The question that lingers, however, is whether, unassisted by contemporary scholarly insight, we can fully understand the larger implications of what the women were saying when we 'hear' them 'speak. ' However one responds to that question. Trials and Triumphs is still an important addition to the rapidly growing literature on women and the Civil War. Readers of all types will find the women's words informative, engaging, heartrencüng. Scholars, too, owe Culpepper a debt of gratitude for uncovering and bringing together in one volume excerpts from so many wonderful primary sources. (1993) . In both states, the Republican party was forced to grapple with proposed black suffrage at its June convention; returned soldiers were rumored to strongly oppose voting rights for blacks; in August the Democrats nominated a gubernatorial candidate who ran as an outspoken white supremacist; the ensuing campaign (between two Civil War officers) hinged on black civil equality; and the Republicans won October's election, but by margins down from those won by President Abraham Lincoln in 1864. There the similarities end. Ohio's Republicans refused to endorse black suffrage. In fact, their gubernatorial candidate, Jacob D. Cox, had his agents in the convention actively campaigning against such an endorsement. He later issued a statement favoring a kind of "ethnic cleansing" by which the nation's African-Americans would be expatriated to all-black enclaves in the lower South. Sawrey's failure to subject Ohio's critical black suffrage referendum to computer-aided analysis is particularly unfortunate. "One might marvel," he notes, "that over two hundred thousand white males had indicated a willingness to allow blacks to vote in Ohio." One might indeed, but-without the computer-one can do little more than that. Sawrey assumes that these voters were all Republicans, that an additional fifteen thousand Republicans voted against black suffrage, that twelve thousand Republicans refused to vote either way on the proposition, and that "thousands of Republicans simply stayed away from the polls." These assumptions may be cor-rect, but we will never know with reasonable certainty until some historian undertakes a statistical analysis. Nor can we hope to learn what kinds of Ohio Republicans-in terms of ethnicity, religion, economic situation, and so forth-were egalitarians, what kinds were racial conservatives, what kinds were abstainers or 'no-shows.' Such information cannot be plausibly inferred from visually reviewing aggregate election returns.
Dubious Victory is not an assessment, as promised, of 'public opinion' in postbellum Ohio, but only of the opinions expressed in various newspapers and letters. (Even Sawrey's newspaper research lacks any overtly systematic basis. Did he read all extant papers? Most? Some?) And his single attempt at quantitative analysis-of 26 Republican county convention platforms in 1865-is flawed. That only 7 platforms (or 26 percent) endorsed black suffrage is not the correct datum, since 9 conventions offered no platforms at all. The valid calculation is that 7 of 17 platforms (or 41 percent) were pro-suffrage-suggesting that grass-roots racism among Ohio Republicans was much less powerful than Sawrey is willing to concede.
The last word on this subject has not yet been written. Stuart McConnell has written a fresh and valuable account of the Grand Army of the Republic (GAR). Seeking to go beyond the 'partisanship and patronage' interpretations that have characterized earlier treatments of the organization, he examines the GAR's social and cultural history. Founded in order to provide the northern veteran with a myth about his place in. the civilian order, the early GAR experienced the tension between civilian equality and nülitary order and discipline that historians have long attributed to the soldiers in the field. Early attempts to establish a rank system failed, and in the 1880s the GAR became a fraternal organization, envisioning an ideal of a republican middle-class community of selfdisciplined comrades who respected each other's rights and led exemplary lives. Alert to discern social differences, McConnell examines three GAR posts: socially conscious Philadelphia; working-class Brockton,
